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Abstract: Positioning, crucial in shaping the interpretation of a text, is usually 

unobtrusive in news discourse and even more invisible in news translation. News 

translation of conflicts might provide an important context for the investigation of 

translators' mediation of (re)positioning, as the tension caused by opposing ideologies 

often requires translators to play complex and multi-faceted roles. Drawing on 

Appraisal Theory and Narrative Theory, the present study follows the 

three-dimensional procedure of Critical Discourse Analysis and proposes an analytical 

framework for the examination of positioning in the news translation of the Tibet riots 

in 2008. A corpus analysis of 54 Chinese translated news reports and 129 English 

source texts reveals that, despite its advocacy of faithful translation, the Chinese 

state-run newspaper allows meticulous repositioning in actual practice. It is found that 

the relabelling strategy plays a crucial role in repositioning the target readers in their 
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interpretation of the Tibet riots and their attitudes towards the participants in the 

conflicts. Factors that could motivate the translators’ repositioning include the 

translators’ institutional role and expectation for the target audience’s reactions, the 

political stance of the news institution determined by its official identity, as well as the 

public narratives circulated by the Chinese and Western mainstream media.  

Keywords: news translation; conflicts; (re)positioning; Narrative Theory; Appraisal 

Theory  

  

1. Introduction 

While news translation has received growing scholarly interest and has been 

investigated from different perspectives (e.g., Inghilleri & Harding, 2010; Kang, 2007; 

McLaughlin, 2015; Liu, 2017; Luo, 2015; Pan, 2015; Tsai, 2015; Valdeón, 2007, 2008; 

Zanettin, 2016), it is still largely an understudied area of research (Bielsa, 2016). In this 

era of information and globalization, the crucial role that news translation plays in 

shaping the public understandings of events around the world calls for more attention 

to mediation in news translation. Mediation not only exists in international news 

outlets and agencies which often integrate translation into the complex process of 

news editing, leading to a situation in which “any clear distinction between source and 

target ceases to be meaningful” (Bielsa & Bassnett, 2009, p. 11), it can also be found in 

national news agencies that claim to advocate the principle of “being faithful” to the 

source texts in their translation (Kang 2007; Pan, 2015)1.  

 

1 While the notion of being faithful is contested as there are different understandings of the concept of and criteria 

for faithful translation among practitioners and theorists, especially in the field of news translation (Pan, 2014), the 

advocacy of the news institution under investigation in the present study can be understood as a belief that the 

translations it produces are free from intervention or mediation.     
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It has been found in previous research that news translation is rarely free from 

mediation and intervention (Bielsa, 2007), especially when involving ideological 

conflicts (Loupaki, 2010). The translator’s mediation, which may be subtle, could 

exert a critical impact on the attitude or position adopted by the target audience 

towards different parties involved in the news event. As news reports are usually value 

laden (White, 2006) and the participants’ understanding of the narratives involved in 

the interaction often depends on the position they adopt (Tirado & Gálvez, 2007), the 

mediation can therefore have significant implications for shaping the target audience’s 

interpretation of the news event.   

Surprisingly, little research on news translation has examined the translator’s mediating 

role from the perspective of positioning mediation, although the significant influence of 

positioning2 in the interpretation of narratives has been well-documented in social 

science studies (see e.g., Baert, 2019; Tirado & Gálvez, 2007). Among the small 

number of exceptions in the literature, most of these studies have been based on case 

study analyses (e.g., Pan, 2015; Zhang, 2103), which has limited the generalizability 

of their findings and arguments. Among those based on a corpus-based approach (e.g., 

Wu, 2018; Kim, 2017; Laviosa, Pagano, Kemppanen & Ji, 2017; Qin & Zhang, 2018), 

there has been a lack of an analytical framework that allows for a systematic account of 

how translators (re)frame narratives and mediate positioning via subtle changes in the 

evaluative meaning of language and what institutional and social-cultural factors 

motivate such mediation.  

This study aims to contribute to research on positioning mediation in news translation 

by applying a systematic analytical framework that integrates Fairclough’s model of 

 

2 As noted by (Baker, 2006, p. 109), in any interaction, participants “take different positions in relation to the 

event and other participants (supportive, critical, disinterested, indifferent, uninformed outsider, committed)”. In 

this sense, positioning in the present study can be understood as the attitude or stance of participants towards the 

event or other participants involved in the event.  
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Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), Appraisal Theory (AT) established by Martin and 

White (2005) and Baker’s framing model (2006, 2007) developed from Narrative 

Theory to a corpus study of news reports of conflicts3 related to the Tibet riots in 

2008. While Fairclough’s three-dimensional procedure of CDA is followed in the 

analysis, the framing strategies in Baker’s model provide useful tools in examining how 

the mediation of positioning in news translation is achieved, and AT allows the patterns 

of changes to be traced in the evaluative meaning  in the translation of the referring 

expressions of the news actors involved in the reported conflicts.  

The present study begins with a brief introduction to the political and cultural 

background of the Tibet riots, highlighting the value of using this event as the object 

of corpus analysis. Theoretical framework and analytical model are then depicted, 

followed by a discussion of results of corpus analysis as well as factors that could 

account for the mediation of positioning.  

2. News reports of the Tibet riots in 2008 

The Tibet riots, which broke out in the spring of 2008 in China, gained much publicity 

from the Western media for a number of reasons. First, it was one of the largest-scale 

protests in the Tibetan area as at least 95 separate protests took place in this area in three 

and a half weeks from 10 March to 5 April 2008 (Barnett, 2008). Many Han Chinese 

people were attacked and their properties burned. The protests also threatened the 

preparation of the 2008 Beijing Olympic games4, an important event for China to gain 

more international recognition and to project a new image of itself as a modern, 

peaceful nation (Li & Montgomery, 2011).   
 

3 Generally, conflict refers to a violent situation between two or more parties that often arises from opposing 

ideologies and interests. In the present article, it refers to the Tibet riots that occurred in China in 2008. 

4 International campaigns organized by exiled Tibetans and their supporters called for a boycott of the 2008 

Olympics via media platforms such as Facebook.  
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Second, the Tibet question has been interpreted differently by Western countries than 

by China, centring around China’s historical suzerainty over Tibet and Tibetans’ claim 

of its long independence and autonomy before the Chinese governance (Crowe, 2013). 

It has become “a constant irritant in China’s foreign relations” because of the divergent 

media narratives circulated in China and Western countries (Sautman, 2002; Li & 

Montgomery, 2011). While the Western media alleged that there was suppression of 

Tibetans’ human rights, China berated the Western media for reporting the Tibetan 

events in a manner that “betrayed the basic principles of accuracy and objectivity” 

(Beck, 2008).  

Third, the meetings between political figures in Western countries and the Dalai Lama, 

the spiritual leader in Tibet who has lived in exile since a failed rebellion against the 

Chinese Communist Party’s rule in 1959, have drawn strong condemnation from the 

Chinese government for what it believed was a separation conspiracy facilitated by the 

foreign interference in the internal affairs in relation to the autonomy of Tibet.   

Given the historical complexity and controversy of the Tibetan question, as well as the 

opposing perspectives and competing narrative positions from the Chinese and Western 

media, translated news reports on the Tibet riots provide a valuable context for 

exploring how the translators situate themselves in relation to the parties involved in the 

riots and in response to the tension between the media that targeted audiences from 

different ideological and cultural communities.  

The corpus in the present study consisted of 54 Chinese translated news reports 

(hereafter referred to as TTs) on the Tibet riots produced by Reference News (also 

known as Cankao Xiaoxi, hereafter referred to as RN), an influential Chinese 

newspaper published by China’s official news agency (Xinhua News Agency)5, and 

 

5Reference News is known to have the largest daily circulation in China (Pan, 2014).  
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their 129 corresponding English news texts (hereafter referred to as STs) produced by 

British and American news institutions. The news reports in the corpus covered a 

period of over four months, starting from March 18th, the first day the reports on the 

riots appeared on RN, to August 1st, the first day of the Beijing Olympic month.  

3. Theoretical framework 

3.1 Narrative Theory and (re)labelling strategy   

Based on social and communication theory, the Narrative Theory proposed by Mona 

Baker (2006, p. 19) describes narratives as “public and personal stories that we 

subscribe to and that guide our behaviour”. Narratives with the same elements can 

have differential effects when the elements are configured in different ways. They can 

be reframed by “deliberate, discursive moves designed to anticipate and guide others’ 

interpretation of and attitudes towards a set of events” (Baker, 2007, p. 156, original 

emphasis). Therefore, the reframing process can be understood as an active discursive 

construal of reality (Zhang & Munday, 2018).  

Narrative Theory has significant implications for translation studies because, as Baker 

argues, translators and interpreters use strategies to strengthen or undermine particular 

aspects of the narratives they mediate in an explicit or implicit manner (2006, p. 105). 

The study of Liao and Pan (2018) also shows that, Narrative Theory allows the 

investigation of translators’ and interpreters’ mediation in a way that goes beyond the 

semantic content of discourse and focuses more on the subtle devices that can have a 

significant impact on the outcome of the communication. For this reason, in recent 

years there have been many attempts to apply narrative accounts to studies on 

translation and interpreting (e.g., Baker 2010, 2013; Pérez- González 2010; Harding, 

2012; Liao & Pan, 2018; Luo, 2015; Qin & Zhang, 2018; Sanatifar & Daghigh, 2018). 

These studies are mostly interested in the strategies deployed by translators to 

(re)frame some aspects of the narratives, believing that different framing strategies 
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can provide readers with different interpretive frames to perceive and make sense of 

the reality (Baker, 2006) and can therefore elicit different reactions from readers to 

whom these narratives are circulated.  

The most relevant framing strategy for the present study is labelling, which refers to 

“any discursive process that involves using a lexical item, term or phrase to identify a 

person, place, group, event or any other key element in a narrative” (Baker, 2006, p. 

122). In a corpus study that examines the framing strategies used in the English 

translations of 47 Chinese news reports on Edward Snowden’s disclosure of the 

massive surveillance program launched by the U.S. government, Qin and Zhang 

(2018) found that labelling was often used by the Chinese state-owned news agencies 

to legitimatize their representations and satisfy their institutional goals. Their findings 

also echoed the argument of Kang (2007, p. 219) that news translation constructs “a 

complex site of institutional goals and procedures, coupled with tension and conflict 

among different representations, ideologies and voices”.     

3.2. Appraisal Theory and the graduation subsystem  

Developed within Systematic Functional Linguistics (Martin & Rose, 2003), Appraisal 

Theory (AT) stresses the interactive nature of discourse and has been employed to 

facilitate the analysis of the linguistic realisations of manipulation in news discourse 

(White, 2006). AT establishes a system of appraisal that consists of three sub-systems, 

namely, attitude, graduation and engagement. As graduation plays an important role in 

construing writer-reader solidarity (Martin & White, 2005), the graduation subsystem 

as depicted in AT can serve as a very useful tool in examining how distinct ideological 

positioning is accommodated in news translation.  

The present study only focuses on the graduation subsystem as this subsystem is 

considered central to the whole system of appraisal (Martin & White, 2005, p. 136). 

Semantic values of evaluative expressions in graduation are described as two 

subsystems of graduation in AT: force and focus. Force covers values that scale 
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according to intensity (termed as intensification, e.g., slightly foolish, extremely 

foolish) and amount (termed as quantification, e.g., many countries, a few countries). 

Force is evaluated in two directions: up-scaling (i.e., from low to high 

intensity/amount) and downscaling (i.e., from high to low intensity/amount).  

Focus covers values that scale according to prototypicality and preciseness, wherein 

graduation operates to categorize the core and periphery. It has two directions, namely 

sharpening and softening. Sharpening is the direction of moving the specification to 

prototypicality in construing categories (e.g., a real father, a true friend), while 

softening is the effect of having a marginal membership in the category (e.g., an 

apology of sorts). In other words, in adjusting the strength of boundaries between 

categories, focus can construe either core or peripheral types of things (Martin & 

White 2005, p. 37).  

In the present study, the notion of focus was extended to refer to the scaling up and 

down in the semantic field of hypernymy. Hypernymy defines the relation between 

two words, in which the meaning of one word (the hypernym) includes the meaning of 

another word (the hyponym). Softening refers to the scaling up from a hyponym to a 

superordinate hypernym word, while sharpening refers to the scaling down from a 

hypernym to a hyponym. For instance, translating “high lama’s enemies in Beijing” 

into “人” (“someone”) produces a softening deviation in labelling the news actors.  
 

3.3 Critical Discourse Analysis and Fairclough’s model 

Developed also from SFL, Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) is a type of discourse 

analytical research that is characterized by its critical perspective and explanatory goal 

in uncovering the implicit ideology through an examination of linguistic 

characteristics. It has been considered as a critical approach to the study of the relations 

between language, power and ideology (van Dijk, 2001). Norman Fairclough is one of 
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the most prominent scholars that contribute to the development of CDA, whose book 

Language and Power (1989) is considered as the “landmark publication for the ‘start’ 

of CDA” (Blommaert & Bulcaen, 2000, p. 454). The three-dimensional model of CDA  

proposed by Fairclough (1995a) has been adopted by many researchers in translation 

studies and proved to be a useful analytical tool in examining translators’ mediation 

(see e.g., Pan, 2015; Wu & Zhang, 2015).  

Fairclough has developed the model to analyse discourse from three levels, namely, 

text, discourse practice and sociocultural practice. Text is central to any 

communicative event in Fairclough’s model because text not only contains traces of 

the production process but also consists of clues from the interpretation process. 

Discourse practice reflects the ways in which texts are produced and consumed, 

which is subject to the influence of sociocultural practice. Fairclough (1995b) holds 

that the linguistic structures in discourses are not selected randomly, but carefully 

chosen from the whole language system by the writers according to the social context, 

the writer’s standpoint and communicative purpose.  

According to Fariclough’s three-dimension model, discourse analysis is conducted 

following three procedures, namely, description (textual analysis), interpretation 

(processing analysis) and explanation (social analysis) (Fairclough 1995a). 

Description concerns the linguistic properties of the discourse in question, which is 

the starting point of discourse analysis. Interpretation is concerned with the 

relationship between text and discourse practice, in which the relationship between 

the institutional practices and linguistic features can be investigated. Explanation is 

related to the discussion of the relationship between discursive and sociocultural 

practice.  

In Fairclough’s model, journalistic discourse, as a subtype of mass media discourse, has 

been frequently chosen for analysis data (see e.g., Fairclough 1989, 1995a, 1995b). The 

well-established CDA has been considered as a complementary approach to existing 
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methods by some scholars in translation studies (for example, Valdeón, 2008) because 

it provides a comprehensive reflection on the relationship between language and 

socio-cultural factors in translation. 

4. Analytical model for evaluative deviations 

The analytical model in the present study used three parameters to examine the 

deviations in evaluative meanings and identify the pattern of changes in the translated 

news reports.   

The first parameter is graduation type. As mentioned above, graduation in AT is 

categorized into two types, namely focus and force. When a deviation was produced 

with the adjustment in the semantic category, such as translating “anti-China protesters 

or Tibetan mobs” into “有人” (“someone”), it was categorized as a focus deviation. 

When a deviation was generated with semantic changes in quantity or intensity, as in 

the cases of rendering “some two dozen Tibetan exiles” into “少数藏独分子” (“a few 

Tibet separatists”), it was categorized as a force deviation.  

The second parameter is graduation direction, referring to the semantic changes in 

linguistic resources produced by the shifting of direction, namely toning up or toning 

down the value encoded in the resources. As reviewed in the previous section, force 

deviations can be produced either by scaling up or by scaling down values of evaluative 

resources in terms of intensification and quantification (e.g., scaling down a negative 

value in rendering “vented outrage” into “表示愤怒” (“expressed anger”)), while focus 

deviations can occur in the direction of sharpening or softening, depending on the 

change in the semantic category.  

The third parameter for the deviation pattern is value position6, namely the negative, 
 

6 This term is borrowed from Martin and White (2005, p. 139) who used it to analyse the authorial voice advanced 

in the evaluative resources. 
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neutral or positive value encoded in the resources. Both focus and force deviations may 

cause a shift in value positions. For instance, the rendering of “anti-China protesters or 

Tibetan mobs” into “有人” (“someone”) shifts the negative reference into a neutral one, 

while turning “a fierce, besieged nationalism” into “强烈的民族主义” (“strong 

nationalism”) produces a force deviation that shifts the value position from negative 

into positive.  

In summary, with the proposed analytical model, evaluative meanings were analysed 

from the perspectives of their value position (i.e., negative, neutral, or positive), and 

graduation type and direction (i.e., scaled up/down force, or sharpened/softened focus). 

A list of codes for the evaluative deviations was developed for the analysis (see Table 

1).  
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Table 1 here. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

5. Results: deviations in labelling news actors 

To identify the ways the news actors were positioned in the translations, this study 

examined how the referring expressions of the two political parties involved were 

rendered in news translations with a focus on the labelling deviations. The two 

political parties could be broadly identified as the group of people who disapproved of 

China, namely, those who criticized, protested, or acted against China, the Chinese 

government, or the Chinese people (abbreviated as “People dis China” in Figure 1), 

and the group of people who disapproved of the Dalai Lama, including those who 

criticized, protested, or acted against him, or fell victims of the riots believed to be 

orchestrated by the Dalai, or showed a stance in line with China (abbreviated as 
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“People dis Dalai” in Figure 1).   

The deviation patterns in labelling the two parties in the conflicts were quantified using 

the proposed analytical model. The dominant deviation patterns for each party are 

visualised in Figure 1. Negative references for people who disapproved of the Dalai 

Lama were more often rendered into deviations than those for people who disapproved 

of China. More specifically, in labelling people as disapproving of China, the 

dominant deviation patterns turned the neutral into negative (Nt_Ng), negative 

sharpened (Ng_Sh) and positive softened (P_Su), but in labelling people who 

disapproved of the Dalai, the dominant patterns were neutral softened (Nt_So), 

positive scaled up (P_Su) and negative turned into positive (Ng_P).  

Much in line with the self-positive and other-negative presentation7 generally found 

in politically charged discourse (e.g., van Dijk, 1998, 2006), the in-house translators 

of the Chinese state-run agency labelled people who disapproved of China more 

negatively in the TTs while people who disapproved of the Dalai Lama were positioned 

comparably more positively.  

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Insert Figure 1 here. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Although the quantification of the dominant patterns of deviations helped to explore the 

general tendency in labelling both sides in the translations, which seemed to be 

 

7 The self-positive and other-negative presentation is similar to the Ideological Square Model proposed by van 

Dijk (1998; 2006), which accounts for actions of expressing/emphasizing information that is positive about us 

while suppressing/de-emphasizing information that is negative about us.  
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self-positive and other-negative as a whole, it remained uncertain whether all the 

contending pairs of people and groups in each of the two political parties were 

(re)labelled in the same way. Therefore, a more detailed comparison was carried out 

between the labelling deviations in references to the conflicting parties of the Dalai 

Lama and the Chinese government, and the Tibetans and the Han Chinese.  

5.1 The Dalai Lama and the Chinese government 

The proportion of labelling deviations for the Dalai Lama was relatively small (28%) 

(see Tables 2 and 3), which differed from the general tendency in referring to people 

who disapproved of China. In the STs, the Dalai Lama was mentioned more frequently 

(n=53) than the Chinese authorities (n=37), which indicated that the Anglo-American 

media tended to foreground the Dalai Lama instead of the Chinese authorities in their 

coverage of the conflict. As for the value positions in the STs, Chinese authorities 

were never referred to with positive expressions while the Dalai Lama was mentioned 

with positive references frequently. The frequency of the positive references of the 

Dalai Lama (28%) was close to that of the negative references for the Chinese 

authorities (24%). In other words, even though both parties were most often identified 

as neutral, the Anglo-American media tended to present the Dalai Lama in a positive 

light while rarely mentioning the Chinese authorities in a positive tone.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Insert Tables 2 and 3 here. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

With the positive references mostly turned into deviations (87%) and 97% of the 

neutral ones retained intact, the Dalai Lama was identified in the TTs, as a whole, in 

much more neutral terms than in the STs.The positive-softened deviations in the 

renderings of the references for the Dalai Lama were usually produced by omitting 
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parts of the modifiers used to praise the Dalai Lama in the STs, as in the instance of 

rendering “all-round supreme leader of Tibetans and their future” into “万能的最高领

袖” (“all-round supreme leader”)(see Table 4). By omitting “of Tibetans and their 

future” in the translated references, the positive value was softened in the sense that the 

omission of the post modifier introduced a more general reference. Due to this omission, 

the relationship between the Dalai Lama and the Tibetans was under-represented in the 

translations, and the Dalai Lama was positioned sarcastically as an “all-round supreme 

leader” for the Chinese (target) audiences, as the two modifiers used in the reference, 

namely, “万能的” (“all-round”) and “最高” (“supreme”), were usually understood as 

exaggeration by most Chinese, especially those who had no religious belief. 

In contrast, negative references for the Chinese authorities were often translated by RN 

into neutral terms. As shown in Table 3, while 14 out of the total 37 (38%) references 

to the Chinese authorities were rendered into deviations, nearly half of the negative 

references (44%) were changed in the translations. For example, as shown in Table 5, 

by rendering “the high lama's enemies in Beijing” into “人” (“persons”), the translator 

shifted the obviously negative into a neutral value and softened the specific category 

with a general term. As a result of such labelling deviation, the translated text 

presented a less negative image of the Chinese authorities than the STs.   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Insert Tables 4 and 5 here. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

5.2 Tibetans and Han Chinese 

The category Tibetans included all the references for the news actors that were 

identified as Tibetan ethnics as well as those whose Tibetan identities could be 

recognised in the co-texts. Similarly, the term Han Chinese covered the references for 
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Chinese or Han and Chinese or Han Chinese whose identities could be clearly 

recognised in the co-texts.  

As shown in Tables 6 and 7, while people of both races were mentioned a similar 

number of times in the STs, Tibetans as the attackers in the riots were negatively 

identified much more often (53%) in the STs than the Han Chinese, who were 

occasionally labelled negatively (16%), despite having been victims of the bloody 

attacks. More than half of the references for both races was rendered into deviations 

(69% for Tibetans, and 65% for the Han Chinese). The largest deviations in referring to 

the Tibetans in the TTs were from the negative expressions in the STs (76%).  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Insert Tables 6 and 7 here. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

On the one hand, while Tibetans were still referred to negatively, they were more 

specified in the TTs than in the STs, such as rendering “those mad people” into “那些

疯狂的暴徒” (“those mad thugs”), which was an instance of deviation produced by 

sharpening focus, namely narrowing the range of reference down to a semantically 

smaller field of category. Sharpening focus in some cases covered both narrowing the 

references and eliminating the references of other news actors at the same time, as in 

the case of translating “Tibetan exiles and other anti-China protesters” into “藏独分

子” (“Tibetan separatists”). It can be argued that the much narrower reference of “藏

独分子” (“Tibetan separatists”) can be seen as either the translator’s choice of a 

corresponding reference for the broad term “Tibetan exiles” and omitting “other 

anti-China protesters” or as one covering both of these broad terms in the translation.  

On the other hand, quite a number of Tibetans were identified less specifically in the 

TTs and softening focus was the second most frequent deviation pattern in identifying 
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Tibetans. Deviations of softening focus, such as rendering “mob of Tibetans” into “暴

徒” (“thugs”), an example presented in Table 8, identified no specific race of the mob 

and the negative reference of the mob of Tibetans in the STs was, thus, broadened in 

referring to the news actors involved in the riots.  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Table 8 here. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

As for Han Chinese, the references of neutral value were mostly subject to change in 

the translation, as shown in Table 7. Most notably, two thirds of the neutral ones were 

toned down with the focus softened. The dominant pattern was the softening focus in 

the resources of neutral value. As the examples in Table 8 indicate, the ways of 

softening focus in the references for the Han Chinese included omitting Chinese, as in 

the examples of rendering “Chinese passers-by” into “过路人” (“passers-by”) and 

“seven to eight Chinese people” into “有七八个人” (“seven to eight people”), and 

replacing “Chinese or Han Chinese” with a superordinate category “人”(“people”), 

as in the examples of rendering “five Chinese” into “5 人” (“five people”) and “the 

country's majority Han Chinese” into “全国大部份人” (“the country’s majority 

people”).  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Table 9 here. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

An important finding was that the racial identity of Han Chinese who were identified 

as the victims of the Tibetan attacks in the STs were not indicated in the translations. 

The racial identity of the attackers, who were clearly identified as Tibetans in the STs, 

were not mentioned in the TTs as well, as in the examples of turning both “mob of 
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Tibetans” and “angry mob of Tibetans” into “暴徒” (“thugs”) (see Table 9). These 

deviations showed that the original framing of the rioting originating from racial 

conflict in the STs was apparently not subscribed to by the Chinese translators.  

 

6. Findings and discussion  

Major findings of the translator’s mediation as revealed in the above analysis are 

summarized in Section 6.1, followed in the subsequent sections by a discussion of 

factors that could motivate and facilitate the distinct positioning in news translation.  

 

6.1 (Re)positioning the news actors: mediation in news translation  

The abundant deviations in labelling news actors found in the present corpus of news 

articles revealed that intervention prevailed in the translations produced by the Chinese 

news agency who claimed their translations were faithful to the original reports. These 

labelling deviations invoked different attitudinal meanings and guided the target 

audience to adopt certain positions in relation to the news actors involved in the Tibet 

event.  

There was a general tendency of “other-negative representation” and “self-positive 

representation” in the translated texts with regard to positioning value. Those who 

disapproved of China were generally represented in a negative or less positive tone in 

the TTs than in the STs as the references of neutral value were dominantly turned into 

the negative (e.g., “Tibetan exiles” into “藏独分子” (“Tibetan separatists”)) and those 

of positive value prevailingly turned into the neutral (e.g., “the spiritual leader of Tibet” 

into “达赖喇嘛” (“the Dalai Lama”). In contrast, those who disapproved of the Dalai 

Lama were repositioned in a more positive or less negative light in the translations, with 

references of negative value being mostly turned into the positive (e.g., “one angry 
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pro-China mob” into “一群愤怒的爱国民众”(“a group of angry patriotic citizens”)). 

Previous studies on Chinese news translation also found that news actors with 

ideological or political stances that opposed the Chinese government were often 

presented in a negative or less positive tone (see e.g., Pan, 2015; Wu, 2018).  

In the present study, the analyses of graduation direction revealed focus deviations in 

the references for the two conflicting parties in the Tibet event. On the one hand, those 

who disapproved of China, that is, identified as protesting against or criticizing China 

in the STs, were often rendered as “藏独分子” (“separatists for Tibet”). Such labelling 

deviation narrowed down the group of news actors who held opposing ideological and 

political positions toward the Chinese government. On the other hand, those who 

disapproved of the Dalai Lama in the STs were expanded in scale and scope to 

include more people, as shown in the example of rendering “the country's majority 

Han Chinese” into “全国大部份人 ” (“the country's majority” and “Chinese 

passers-by” into “过路者” (“passers-by”). While it could be argued that the dominant 

patterns of softening focus and scaling down force in re-labelling the news actors 

were as a result of omission for the sake of brevity in the translation, these labelling 

deviations have implications for invoking particular attitudes and stances that are 

different from those in the source texts towards the conflicted parties involved in the 

news event. As argued by Zhang (2013) in her study which investigated stance and 

mediation in transediting news headlines, the absence of value-laden discourse could 

be indicative of the stance adopted by the translator.  

 

6.2 (Re)positioning the target readers: the institutional role of translators  

The mediation of narratives realized by labelling deviations appeared to show the 

translator’s intention to position the target readers (i.e., Chinese readers) to hold in 

anger and resentment towards the Tibetans involved in the riots. Surveys of the 

institutional practice involved in producing news texts in different news organizations 
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can be useful in analysing the motivations or agendas behind the translator’s mediation 

as news institutions have been considered to play a crucial role in mediating between 

text and the larger social realities concerning any reported events (Fairclough, 1995b).  

In an empirical study that explored the impact of institutional practices and guidelines 

on translation (see Pan, 2014 for more details), responses given in a questionnaire by 

the in-house translators of the Chinese news agency revealed that some considered 

filtering as a necessary means to elicit less negative reactions from the target readers 

towards sensitive news on China. This partly provided a reason that the RN’s 

translators omitted the racial identities in referring to the Tibetans and Han Chinese 

involved in the riots. The survey of the institutional procedures also found that while 

translators were required to be faithful in rendering the reports, they were not 

monitored to avoid intervention because the “top-checkers,” namely the editors of RN, 

very often did not know the source language of the translated text.  

Additionally, the in-house translators, exposed to in-house training processes for many 

years, have been different from freelancers who have been less institutionalized and 

thus less likely commit to certain institutional practices. Ninety per cent of RN’s 

translators have worked for the institute for more than five years, one third of whom 

have had over ten years working experience at RN. As such, the interpretation of certain 

events and the constitution of relevant news discourse was more likely to be consistent 

among the translators at RN.  

 

6.3 Positioning to the competing narratives: political stance of the news institution  

The labelling deviations as found in the corpus analysis indicated that the translators 

did not scribe to the original narrative position adopted by the Anglo-American media 

on sensitive issues in China. The translators’ resistance to the narrative(s) of the 
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conflicts in the Anglo-American media could have also resulted from the public 

narratives circulated by the Chinese mainstream media.  

RN was found in this study to share the same narrative position with the mainstream 

media toward the Tibet riots, as evidenced by the change of labels used by the 

translators to identify news actors at different stages of the violent events. At its initial 

stage when the protests broke out in Tibet, the official media and the press conference 

in China reported the event as “暴动” (“insurrection”) and “骚乱” (“riot”), and the 

rioters as “暴徒” (“thugs”). The racial identities were not mentioned or implied by the 

mainstream media in China. Such a narrative position was adopted by RN’s 

translators as evidenced by the omission of labels indicating radical identities in the 

translated news reports. Such labelling deviations also reflected RN’s translators’ 

rejection of the narratives conveyed in Western news reports that framed the event as 

racial conflicts. However, as the event evolved into a separatist movement to split 

China, RN followed the Chinese mainstream media by labelling those involved in the 

riots as “separatists” instead of “Tibetan exiles”, as reported in the STs.  

The alignment with the narratives in the mainstream media was consistent with the 

official identity of RN. The official nature of RN and its connection with the Xinhua 

News Agency, the state news agency of the People’s Republic of China that served as 

the major mouthpiece of the Chinese government, was also confirmed in the survey, 

in which RN’s producers admitted that they needed to consider the stance of the 

government while striving for faithful translation in their practice (Pan, 2014).   

 

6.4 (Re)positioning the conflicts: influence of social and cultural context  

The translator’s (re)positioning was significantly determined by the social and cultural 

context in which the public narratives shaped the translators’ ideological positioning 

and consequently motivated their mediation of narratives in the translation of news 
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reports on conflicts. The public narratives on the causes of the Tibet riots circulated in 

China and Western countries, and the narrative positions adopted by these countries 

toward the conflicts were different or even competing, which contributed to the 

mediation in the Chinese-translated news reports.  

The Tibet riots have been regarded by the Chinese mainstream media as a part of the 

separatist movement instigated by the Dalai clique to split China and destroy the 

social stability and harmony. While such narrative framing aligns with the Chinese 

government’s long-standing statement for social stability and national unity, it also 

positions the public to share the same value system as upheld by the Chinese 

government.   

However, the Western media often foregrounded the racial identities of the news 

actors as they asserted that the Tibet riots were triggered by the growing racial tension 

between Tibetans and the Han Chinese under the dominant power of the Chinese 

government (Li & Montgomery, 2011; Smith Jr., 2010, p. 8-9). Such narrative framing 

has been reflected in those Western media’s labelling of the news actors in the conflict 

as Tibetans and Chinese people in Lhasa and later as Tibetan exiles and pro-Tibet 

groups seeking “independence”.  

By rendering news actors as “thugs” and “common people” when reporting the 

violent event as “insurrection or insurgence” at the initial stage of the riots, and by 

changing the referring expression to “separatists of Tibet from China” when reporting 

the later events as “activities of separating Tibet from China”, the translators 

repositioned the conflicts in a way that adhered to the political beliefs shared by 

Chinese readers and the Chinese government. This positioning also indicated the 

translator’s disassociation from the narrative position of the Western media which 

framed the Tibet riots as either peaceful protests or as an uprising against five decades 

of Chinese occupation.  
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7. Concluding remarks 

Drawing on an analytical framework that integrates CDA, Appraisal Theory and 

Narrative Theory, this article presented a critical account of the mediation of 

positioning in news translation based on a corpus analysis of 54 Chinese translated 

news articles and 129 original English texts that reported on the Tibet riots in 2008.  

Despite its claim of providing faithful translations, the Chinese most famous news 

agency investigated in the presented study was found to allow meticulous mediation 

in translations. Labelling deviations were evident in the corpus analysis, and the 

relabelling strategy played a crucial role in repositioning the target readers in their 

interpretation of the Tibet riots and their attitudes towards the participants in the 

conflicts. The findings of the present study provide corpus-based evidence for the 

argument of previous studies that news translation, especially on controversial and 

sensitive issues that involve competing perspectives and values, are subject to 

mediation (e.g., Liddicoat, 2016; Loupaki, 2010; Qin & Zhang, 2018; Wu, 2018).    

Various factors motivated the translators’ mediation have been discussed, including 

the translators’ institutional role and expectation for the target audience’s reactions, 

the political stance of the news institutions determined by its official identity, as well 

as the public narratives circulated by the Chinese and Western mainstream media. It 

could be argued that the translators’ mediation was not merely about the choice of 

words, but was also an indication of their decisions about how to situate themselves in 

relation to the parties involved in the riots and in response to the tension between the 

media targeting audiences in different ideological and cultural communities, which was 

based on their understanding of the different linguistic, institutional, social and cultural 

systems within which the original and translated news articles were produced.  

As the translators’ mediation was consistent with the public narratives shared by the 

Chinese mainstream media and government, the translators, therefore, played a role 
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that was more visible than linguistic transfers. By reframing the narratives, the 

translators mediated the positions adopted by the target readers toward the conflicting 

parties involved in the riots, the political nature of the conflict (i.e., as a separatist 

movement that was against national law or as a legitimised protest for independence 

and freedom), and the competing narratives circulated by the Chinese and Western, 

mainstream media. Through mediation, the translators consolidated the general beliefs 

shared by the target readers in such a way that they ultimately contributed to 

enhancing the dominant role played by the institutional news agency in guiding their 

readers to perceive China’s international image and its relations with other countries, 

especially those with ideological differences, as it was described and circulated in the 

public narratives in the Chinese community.  

While news translators play a critical role in shaping public views and values to 

achieve the goals of the news institution and the government, it should be noted that 

the translators’ mediation could have a “reverse effect” as readers’ opinions “rarely 

fell into black-and-white categories of simply pro- or anti-foreign media or 

critical/uncritical of Chinese media” (Latham, 2009, p. 29). The political and cultural 

implications of mediation in news translations on conflicts could be more complicated 

in the internet age in which information dissemination is much faster and wider than 

in the past. As more people have gained access to higher education, mastering or 

understanding two different languages (with one language being the global language, 

i.e., English) has become increasingly common. This means that the translators’ 

mediation can become more visible to target readers as the readers are able to access 

and understand both the original and the translated texts. This may result in the target 

readers perceiving translators’ mediation as the manipulation of information inflow by 

the government.  

Due the relatively small size of corpus, the present study did not analyse other types 

of framing strategies, such as ambiguity and selective appropriation. Future research 
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is suggested to use the proposed analytical framework, together with other methods 

such as interviews or questionnaires, to analyse more framing strategies in a larger 

corpus that consists of different types of news reports with more language pairs (e.g., 

Chinese – Japanese), which can provide more insights into positioning mediation in 

news translation in the Global Age.  
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Figure 1. Dominant patterns in rendering references for the two parties. 

 

 

Table1. Analytical codes for evaluative deviations. 
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Table 2. Patterns in rendering references to 

the Dalai Lama. 

 

Table 3. Patterns in rendering references to 

the Chinese authorities. 

 

 

Table 4. Examples of dominant deviation 

patterns for the Dalai Lama.

 

Table 5. Examples of dominant deviation 

patterns for the Chinese authorities.
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Table 6. Patterns in rendering references to 

Tibetans.  

 

Table 7. Patterns in rendering references to 

Han Chinese.  

 

 

Table 8. Examples of dominant deviation patterns for the Han Chinese. 

 

Table 9. Examples of major deviation patterns for Tibetans. 
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